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Report on Consultation
1.

Introduction

1.1.

This report details the approach taken by ASDA Stores Ltd to public engagement and consultation in respect of its new
store proposal for Hayle.

1.2.

This report forms part of the planning application by ASDA to develop a new store and other amenities on Memorial Park,
Hayle, currently home to Hayle RFC. The relocation of Hayle RFC to a new, modern ground at Carwin Rise, Hayle is the
subject of a separate planning application.

1.3.

Public engagement and consultation is a key element of any new ASDA proposal. ASDA aims to involve as many members
of the local community as possible in order to best understand local views before submitting a planning application.

1.4.

Various elements of the engagement and consultation process were undertaken jointly between ASDA and Hayle RFC.
Materials and findings specific to the relocation of Hayle RFC are presented as part of that application.

1.5.

ASDA’s proposal for the site includes the development of a 30,000 sq ft (sales area) foodstore, 381 car spaces, a petrol
filling station and 16,930 sq ft of small business units. The scheme also includes a range of enhancements to local roads,
in particular the Loggans Moor roundabout, pedestrian and cycle links to the site and a free bus service linking the new
store to Hayle’s town centres. The new store is expected to create up to 270 full and part time jobs for local people.

1.6.

Throughout the engagement and consultation process ASDA has sought to engage with a wide range of local stakeholders
including residents, local businesses and local representatives.

1.7.

Formal discussions have also taken place with Cornwall Council planning and highways officers together with officers at
the Highways Agency throughout the process of developing the scheme.

1.8.

Full details of all ASDA’s engagement and consultation activities are set out below, as are the findings of a formal public
feedback exercise undertaken at ASDA’s public exhibition in January 2010 and the results of an independent telephone poll
on supermarkets in Hayle undertaken in March 2010.

1.9.

These findings, together with the discussions undertaken with Cornwall Council planning and highways officers and the
Highways Agency have both directed and informed the changes made to the proposal between ASDA’s public exhibition in
January 2010 and this planning application.

1.10. The engagement and consultation process has given ASDA a valuable insight into local views and provides a clear
demonstration of local support for an ASDA foodstore on this site in Hayle.

2.

Principles of engagement and consultation

2.1.

ASDA believes that comprehensive engagement with the community not only helps to deliver a better scheme but also
means that potential issues can be addressed before a full planning application is submitted. This helps the project team,
the community and the planning authority.

2.2.

For any community engagement to be successful, it should involve an inclusive approach based on the differing needs of
the various parts of the community.

2.3.

ASDA therefore aims, during all stages of pre-application engagement and consultation, that a community is:
2.3.1. Made aware of plans at the earliest opportunity;
2.3.2. Has the ability to contribute to the process in a range of ways;
2.3.3. Is encouraged to comment on plans;
2.3.4. Is given feedback and kept informed of progress.
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3.

Scope of engagement

3.1.

Throughout the process ASDA has sought to engage and consult with a wide range of local stakeholders likely to have an
interest in, or be affected by the proposal. This includes:

4.4.7. A press release was also issued containing details of the proposal and the dates of the public exhibition.
4.4.8.	Letters were sent to Hayle Chamber of Commerce, Hayle Residents’ Association, Hayle Town and Cornwall
Councillors and Hayle’s MP inviting them to the public exhibition and preview evenings where relevant.
See Appendix Three for letters to stakeholders.

3.1.1. Residents of Hayle town and the surrounding area;

4.4.9.	During the course of the two days, it is estimated that around 400 members of the public visited the exhibition,
with the vast majority very positive about the proposal. Full details of the feedback received via cards is set out in
the section below and Appendix Seven.

3.1.2. Residents of Angarrack;
3.1.3. Members of Hayle RFC;

4.4.10.	Feedback from these sessions - both formal via feedback cards and that received in conversation - has informed the
scheme proposed in this planning application.

3.1.4. Local representatives, including Hayle Town Councillors, Cornwall Councillors and Hayle’s MP;
3.1.5. Local businesses via the Hayle Chamber of Commerce;

4.4.11.	In March 2010, following analysis of the 208 feedback cards received, a letter was sent to local representatives and
Hayle Chamber of Commerce with a summary of feedback. All comments were also provided to the ASDA team.
See Appendix Three.

3.1.6. Hayle Residents’ Association;
3.1.7. See Appendix One for a list of stakeholders.

4.5.

3.2.

Formal engagement with these stakeholders began in January 2010.

3.3.

Cornwall Council planning and highways officers and the Highways Agency have been consulted throughout the process
of developing the new scheme, its pedestrian, cycle and public transport links and the changes proposed to local roads
and traffic management systems.

4.5.2. ASDA has updated this website regularly with news and information about the proposal.
4.6.

4.

Engagement and consultation activity

4.1.

Full details of ASDA’s engagement and consultation activity between January 2010 and September 2010 are set out below.

4.2.

At all times during this period ASDA has kept an updated list of local stakeholders and interested parties.

4.3.

Media
4.3.1. Local media has played a key role in helping ASDA to keep the community informed about its plans and activities.

Website
4.5.1.	Following the public exhibition ASDA launched a website www.asdahayle.co.uk to ensure that those unable to
attend the exhibition could view the same details of the proposal. Visitors to the website are able to contact ASDA
directly via an e mail link.

Independent poll of Hayle Residents
4.6.1.	In late March 2010 a poll of local residents was conducted by Populus on behalf of ASDA and Hayle RFC to
investigate fully the views of local residents towards supermarkets in Hayle.
4.6.2.	Populus is an independent research and polling company that conducts research with the public on behalf of a
wide range of organisations including businesses, the media and political parties. Populus is a member of the
British Polling Council and of the Market Research Society and abides by the rules of both organisations.
4.6.3. The results of the poll, detailed below, indicated a clear preference for ASDA to open a store in Hayle.

4.3.2.	ASDA issued several press releases during the engagement and consultation period, some jointly with Hayle RFC,
and will continue to do so whilst this planning application is considered. See Appendix Two for press releases.

4.7.

4.3.3. All press releases were sent to The Cornishman, The West Briton, BBC Radio Cornwall and Pirate FM.
4.3.4. Throughout the period, ASDA has made itself available to answer queries from the media.
4.4.

Public exhibition
4.4.1.	ASDA’s public exhibition was held jointly with Hayle RFC on Saturday 30th January 2010 between 9am and 6pm
and Sunday 31st January 2010 between 10am and 2pm at the Passmore Edwards Institute in Hayle.

4.7.2.	On Saturday 24th April, ASDA and Hayle RFC held a dedicated Angarrack Q & A drop in session in the Angarrack
Community Hall.
4.7.3.	All Angarrack residents were invited to the drop in session by letter and a poster was put up around the village to
publicise the event.

4.4.2.	Two exhibition preview evenings were held on 28th and 29th January. The former for members of Hayle Chamber
of Commerce and the latter for members of Hayle Town Council and Cornwall Council.

4.7.4.	Around 100 residents attended the session. As with the public exhibition, members of the ASDA and Hayle RFC
teams, including a highways expert, were available to discuss the proposals. A wide range of views were discussed
and it is estimated that, of the residents that attended, around half were supportive of both proposals and around
half continued to have concerns, primarily relating to highways and traffic in the area.

4.4.3.	The public exhibition and preview evenings offered a chance for members of the local community and their
representatives to engage directly with the ASDA and Hayle RFC teams and find out more about both proposals.
4.4.4.	The public exhibition and preview evenings were staffed by experts at all times. These included planners, architects
and highways specialists, available to receive comments and answer questions.
4.4.5.	Display boards and a video fly through were used to inform visitors to the exhibition and preview evenings of the
detail of the proposal, including the proposed highways improvements. Leaflets were also available for visitors to
take away with the same detail and a tear off feedback form that enabled them to submit their views. The forms
could be deposited in a box at the exhibition or returned to ASDA via a Freepost address. Contact details for ASDA’s
Property Communications Manager were provided at the back of the leaflet should visitors have further questions
on the proposal. See Appendix Four for the display boards and brochure.
4.4.6.	To ensure local residents were aware of the exhibition and therefore given the opportunity to comment formally
on the proposal a full colour quarter page advert was placed in The Cornishman prior to the event. A poster was
also placed on the notice board of the Passmore Edwards Institute in the week leading to the exhibition and a sign
placed outside during its course. See Appendix Four.
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Angarrack Q & A drop in session
4.7.1.	Around a dozen residents of Angarrack village attended ASDA’s public exhibition in January. Given the village’s
proximity to both sites and the issues raised by some residents at that time, ASDA felt it was important to give as
many members of the Angarrack community as possible the opportunity to view, discuss and comment on the
Hayle RFC and ASDA proposals.

4.7.5.	Discussions at this session have informed the scheme proposed in this planning application.
4.7.6.	ASDA intends to write again to all Angarrack residents with details of the final scheme and the highways changes
proposed.
4.8.

Following the independent poll and Angarrack drop in session, ASDA and Hayle RFC wrote to local representatives and
Hayle Chamber of Commerce to inform them of the views of local residents.

4.9.

Direct contact
4.9.1.	Throughout the period of engagement and consultation described above, members of the ASDA team have been
available to respond directly to individuals that made contact by e mail, letter or via the website. A number of
enquiries and queries were received and responded to in this way.
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5.

Engagement and consultation findings

		

5.1.

Formal feedback from the public exhibition
5.1.1. Around 400 members of the public attended ASDA’s public exhibition in January 2010.

				

n 47% chose ASDA on Memorial Park;

5.1.2. Visitors were invited to submit formal feedback to ASDA via a tear off card at the back of the exhibition leaflet.

				

n 16% chose Sainsbury’s on Marsh Lane;

				

n 19% chose Morrisons on the Jewson (store) site;

5.1.3. 208 feedback cards were received by ASDA with the vast majority of cards indicating support for ASDA’s proposal:

5.2.4.2.	When asked to choose which of the four proposals exhibited was the most appropriate site for a new
supermarket in Hayle, of those polled:

				

n 5% chose South Quay (ING);

		

n 	97% of those that commented believe that the local community in Hayle will benefit from a new supermarket;

				

n 8% chose none of them;

		

n 	95% of those that commented believe Memorial Park is the best location for a new supermarket. 3% Hayle
Harbour, 6% Marsh Lane (some respondents ticked more than one box);

				

n 5% chose don’t know.

		

n 	95% of those that commented indicated that they would prefer ASDA to another supermarket operator in
Hayle;

		

n 	96% of those that commented support ASDA’s proposal for Hayle.

			

5.1.4. The following comments are representative of those received:
		

n “I think this would be excellent for the community. The benefits to the rugby club will be wonderful for the
youngsters of the town.”

		

n “I support local businesses as much as possible but feel we don’t have any choice in Hayle when it comes to
supermarkets. I use ASDA in Penryn and Bodmin on occasion when in the area. I support your application as the
site is the most suitable option.”

		

n “As far as I am concerned this will be a win win for the Hayle community.”

		

n “This store would be a great benefit to the local community and a major economic boost to West Cornwall. The
majority of Hayle residents want this development.”

		

n “I like the idea of restructuring the roundabout to ease congestion, the pedestrian access and proposed small
buses into Hayle. An ASDA supermarket would bring something different and positive to West Cornwall.
Memorial Park is the best and only viable site.”

5.2.4.3.

When asked solely about the ASDA and Hayle RFC proposal:

				

n 77% of those polled supported ASDA’s proposal for Memorial Park;

				

n 75% of those polled supported Hayle RFC’s move to Carwin Rise.

5.2.5. For a full breakdown of the polling results see Appendix Eight.

6.

Amendments to proposal

6.1.

The engagement and consultation process described above, together with the discussions undertaken with Cornwall
Council planning officers and the Highways Authority, has directed and informed the development of ASDA’s proposal
between the public exhibition held in January 2010 and this planning application.

6.2.

These amendments include:

		 n A reduction in the size of the store from approx 36,000 sq ft (sales area) to approx 30,000 sq ft (sales area);
		 n More small business units at the rear of the store - approximately 16,930 sq ft;
		 n Changes to the Marsh Lane mini roundabout to improve the flow of traffic at busy times.

5.1.5. See Appendix Seven for a full breakdown of feedback.
5.2.

Independent poll of Hayle residents
5.2.1.	In late March 2010, following a number of public exhibitions regarding foodstore proposals in Hayle, ASDA and
Hayle RFC commissioned Populus to conduct a poll of local residents.
5.2.2.	Populus interviewed by telephone a random sample of 1,003 residents of the Cornwall Council wards of Hayle
North, Hayle South and Gwinear, Gwithian and Hayle East, weighted to be representative of the whole adult
population of Hayle. Residents were asked a series of questions on their supermarket shopping habits and on the
foodstore proposals exhibited in the town.

7.

Next steps

7.1.

Effective engagement and consultation is an ongoing process that does not stop with the submission of a planning
application. ASDA is committed to continuing its dialogue with the Hayle community.

7.2.

To this end, ASDA will be undertaking the following activities in September, October and November 2010:
7.2.1. Meet with Hayle Town Council to present the final scheme;
7.2.2. Meet with Hayle Chamber of Commerce to present the final scheme;

5.2.3.	The questionnaire was drafted by Populus in conjunction with ASDA and the survey was conducted, like all Populus
polls, in full accordance with the Market Research Society’s code of conduct.

7.2.3. Relaunch the ASDA Hayle website to reflect the final scheme;
7.2.4. Write to Angarrack residents to inform them of changes to the scheme;

5.2.4.	The results of the poll indicate a clear preference for an ASDA store in Hayle:
			

5.2.4.1.

7.2.5. Continue to engage directly with the media and all individuals that contact the ASDA team.

When asked to choose which supermarket operator they would like to see in Hayle, of those polled:

				

n 54% chose ASDA;

				

n 16% chose Sainsbury’s;

				

n 12% chose Morrisons;

				

n 7% chose Tesco;

				

n 11% chose none of them.

7.3.

6

Should ASDA receive planning permission for the new store, ASDA’s approach is to give the new Store Manager and instore Community Colleague a considerable degree of autonomy, enabling the store to become fully involved in the local
community. This may take the form of supporting local initiatives, becoming involved in local groups and partnerships
and fund raising and/or volunteering for local organisations and charities. Community involvement is a key performance
indicator for ASDA’s store managers on which they are measured every year.
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Appendix One

Appendix Two

List of stakeholders

Press releases – ASDA to show detailed plans for new store proposal

Stakeholders contacted during the engagement and consultation process:
Political
Hayle Town Council
Members of Cornwall Council

PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release

Andrew George MP

Monday 11 January 2010

George Eustice MP
Community and business

ASDA TO SHOW DETAILED PLANS FOR NEW STORE PROPOSAL IN HAYLE

Hayle Chamber of Commerce

ASDA has confirmed today that it is going out to consultation on its mixed-use proposals for
Memorial Park, the current home of Hayle RFC.

Hayle Residents’ Association

The UK’s lowest priced supermarket believes the Memorial Park site is the most appropriate
location for a foodstore in Hayle. It is adjacent to an established, popular shopping park, is
easily accessed from both the town and from the A30 and the highways improvements
proposed will benefit all users of the A30 roundabout at Loggans Moor.

Members of Hayle RFC
Residents

ASDA’s plans include a 36,000 sq ft (sales area) store, a 410 space shoppers’ car park, a
separate 60-space overflow car park for users of West Cornwall Shopping Park, a petrol filling
station, 14,500 sq ft of small business units – to attract new business and further employment
opportunities to Hayle – and a free bus service linking Hayle town centre to the Shopping Park
and the new store. The ASDA store alone could create up to 350 permanent retail jobs.

All Angarrack residents
Attendees of public exhibition

Public consultation always forms a key part of any new ASDA proposal and the retailer is keen
to involve as many people as possible in order to best understand local views before submitting
a planning application. Key to understanding local views, the retailer says, is presenting detailed
plans for people to comment on.
ASDA's public consultation will take place on Saturday 30 (09:00 – 18:00) and Sunday 31
January (10:00 – 14:00) in the Dennis Hollow room at the Passmore Edwards Institute,
Hayle.
Chris Marlow, ASDA Property Communications Manager, said:
“Our desire to be a part of the community in Hayle has been known for some time,
but it is important to have detailed plans and information about a development,
especially those that include a supermarket, before consulting on them. Only by
doing this can the community’s feedback be considered worthwhile, and the
applicant demonstrate that it has undertaken a meaningful consultation.
The consultation is a chance for local people to view detailed plans of our proposal
and discuss them with the ASDA team. We’re really excited about this opportunity to
become part of the community in Hayle to help lower the cost of living for families in
the area and to secure the future of Hayle RFC by facilitating its move to a new,
modern ground at Carwin Rise.”
Hayle RFC’s proposals for a new modern ground will also be available to view and comment on.
ASDA has launched a dedicated website which will be regularly updated as the proposal
progresses through the planning system. The website is available to view now at:
www.asdahayle.co.uk, with detailed plans available to view online from 1 February 2009.
ENDS

1
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Press releases – Hayle RFC delighted with public response to plans for new ground

Press releases – Memorial Park seen as best location for foodstore in Hayle

PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release

12th March 2010
Memorial Park seen as best location for foodstore in Hayle
Between 28 and 31 January Hayle RFC and ASDA held an exhibition of plans to develop an
ASDA foodstore and other local amenities on Hayle RFC's current ground at Memorial Park
and relocate the club to a new, state of the art ground at Carwin Rise, Hayle.

PRESS RELEASE
15th February 2010

Hayle RFC delighted with public response to plans for new ground
Between 28th and 31st January Hayle RFC and ASDA held an exhibition of plans to
redevelop Hayle RFC's current ground at Memorial Park and relocate the club to new, state
of the art facilities at Carwin Rise, Hayle.
Around 400 members of the public attended the exhibition along with representatives of the
local community including members of Hayle Town Council and the Hayle Chamber of
Commerce.
Members of the public were overwhelmingly positive in their comments at the exhibition and
feedback cards were provided in order for them to formally give their views on both the
relocation and the proposed new food store. A full breakdown of public comments on both
proposals will be published in due course.

Around 400 members of the public attended the exhibition where they were able to view
detailed plans for both sites, proposed highway improvements at Loggans Moor roundabout,
and meet the Hayle RFC and ASDA teams. Feedback cards were provided for members of
the public to give their views on ASDA's proposal and, more generally, their views on
supermarkets in Hayle. Over 200 feedback cards have been received by ASDA to date and
these cards underline the overwhelmingly positive nature of comments made at the
exhibition.
Of 208 cards received:





97% of those that commented believe that the local community in Hayle will benefit
from a new supermarket;
95% of those that commented believe Memorial Park is the best location for a new
supermarket (3% Hayle Harbour, 6% Marsh Lane)*;
95% of those that commented indicate that they would prefer ASDA to another
supermarket operator in Hayle;
96% of those that commented support ASDA's proposal for Hayle.

Following the exhibition, Hayle RFC is confident that the proposed site and the facilities
created for the club by the move meet the expectations of both members and users and of
the local community as a whole and that it can look forward to a successful future.

* Some respondents ticked more than one box

Steve Benney, Chairman, Hayle Rugby Football Club, commented;

Vistors were also asked to provide feedback on Hayle RFC's plans at Carwin Rise. Of the 39
responses received, all were positive about the new facilities.

"Hayle RFC would like to thank everyone who attended our public exhibition. This is a very
exciting opportunity for us to secure the long term future of our rugby club and we were
delighted by the enthusiasm shown by the people of Hayle to the proposed move and to the
fact that the benefits of the development of a food store on our site would stay in the town.
Hayle RFC is not just a rugby club. It is a real focus for community activities in the town and
local area, providing a starting point for Hayle Runners each week, facilities for school sports
and space for band practices, meetings and functions as well as being a polling station and
social club.
The relocation will create a facility that is state of the art and that has been designed and
located with the future needs of both the Club and the community in mind. We believe that
the new ground will encourage more people from the area to participate in rugby and attract
new activities and groups to the club to the benefit of the whole town.
Given the extremely positive public response we feel confident about the future of the club
and look forward to presenting our planning application for consideration by Cornwall
Council."

Steve Benney, Chairman, Hayle Rugby Football Club, commented:
"It is clear from the formal feedback to ASDA's plans that there is huge local
support for the development of an ASDA store on our site. Hayle RFC and the
local community will benefit significantly from these proposals, not just in terms of
the provision of new facilities for the Club, but from the jobs that will be created
and from the changes proposed at the Loggans Moor roundabout.."
Chris Marlow, Property Communications Manager, ASDA commented:
"We are delighted that the local community in Hayle has shown such a high level
of support for our joint proposals. It is our belief that Memorial Park is the most
appropriate site for a foodstore in the town and this has been endorsed by visitors
to our exhibition.
Developing a new foodstore on this site, adjacent to an already established
shopping destination and relocating the rugby club to new, improved facilities close
1
by has really struck a chord with local people
and we look forward to meeting local
representatives to discuss our plans further."

ENDS
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Press releases – ASDA confirmed as the people’s choice in Hayle

Stakeholder letters – Letter to Hayle Town Councillors and Cornwall Councillors announcing public exhibition

PRESS RELEASE
For immediate release

Tuesday 13 April 2010

ASDA CONFIRMED AS THE PEOPLE’S CHOICE IN HAYLE
A survey of over 1,000 residents in Hayle and the surrounding area has provided a clear
indication as to which major supermarket is preferred by the town’s residents.

Letter to Hayle Town Councillors and Cornwall Councillors

Retail Development
ASDA Stores Ltd
ASDA House
Leeds
LS11 5AD

Public exhibitions have been held over the last 12 months, promoting various plans for four
separate proposals to build a new supermarket in Hayle. With four clear choices having been
presented to the local community, Populus - one of the UK’s top polling companies - surveyed
1,003 local residents to get their views on supermarket development in Hayle.
The poll, commissioned by ASDA, included a series of questions on the different proposals
and the number of residents contacted went far beyond the scale of any previous survey of
local views about the competing schemes.

11 January 2010

The results of the poll show that of the four major UK supermarket operators, more than half of
local respondents would most like to see ASDA open a store in Hayle. Furthermore, the
majority of respondents believe that of the four proposed sites, Memorial Park - the site of
ASDA’s proposals - is the most appropriate site for a new supermarket in Hayle.

Proposed ASDA store, Memorial Park, Hayle

The poll identifies that 78% of respondents leave Hayle to do their main food shopping. This
result is consistent with that in the Retail Study undertaken in 2007 by the then Penwith District
Council which identified that 72% of convenience expenditure is leaking from Hayle. This
amount of leakage is having a detrimental impact on the vitality and vibrancy of Hayle’s town
centres.
In recent weeks, representatives for two of the competing supermarket proposals have spoken
of their concerns about the impact to Hayle’s two town centres of a new supermarket located
outside of Hayle. The poll demonstrates that these claims are unfounded, as 83% of
respondents believe that the bus service ASDA has made a commitment to fund between
Hayle’s town centres to the shopping park and the ASDA store will encourage people to link
their shopping trip to the ASDA store and/or the shopping park with a visit to one of the town
centres.
Overall, 77% of people polled supported the ASDA proposals. 75% of respondents supported
Hayle RFC’s move to new, modern facilities at Carwin Rise. If only one of the supermarket
proposals were to be given planning permission by Cornwall Council, over 60% of
respondents believe that councillors on the Council’s planning committee should vote in favour
of the ASDA proposals.
Chris Marlow, ASDA’s property Communications Manager, said:
“We instructed Populus to undertake this poll as we believe it is important for
decision makers and interested parties to see which proposal the community most
supports. The results of the polling are conclusive: ASDA is the people’s choice in
Hayle.
The results clearly show that people not only support our plans, but they believe
councillors on Cornwall Council’s planning committee should vote in favour of them
if only one of the four proposals is to receive planning permission.”

Dear

I am writing to confirm that ASDA intends to hold a public consultation on its proposals for a mixeduse development at Memorial Park, Hayle on the weekend of 30 & 31 January. Our desire to be part
of the community in Hayle has been known for some time and we have spent the last few months
working hard on our plans, in order to present them in as much detail as possible for consideration by
local people.
Public consultation is a key element of any new ASDA proposal and we are keen to involve as many
members of the local community and their representatives as possible in order to best understand
local views before submitting a planning application. To that end, in addition to holding a public
exhibition, we would like to invite members of Hayle Town Council and Cornwall Council to a preview
evening of the exhibition on Friday 29 January.
The preview evening will be held at the Passmore Edwards Institute, 13-15 Hayle Terrace, Hayle,
TR27 4BU between 6pm and 9pm. The full ASDA team will be available to discuss the proposals with
attendees as will representatives of Hayle RFC who will be presenting the plans for their new ground.
Our public exhibition will also be held at the Passmore Edwards Institute and will be open to the public
as follows:
Saturday 30 January: 9am to 6pm
Sunday 31 January: 10am to 2pm
I hope you will be able to attend the exhibition over the weekend if you are unable to attend the
councillors’ preview evening. Full details of the public exhibition will be publicised in The Cornishman.
We believe the Memorial Park site is the most appropriate location for a foodstore in Hayle and our
exhibition is a chance for local people and their representatives to view detailed plans of our proposal
and discuss them with the ASDA team. We’re very excited about this opportunity to become part of
the community in Hayle and look forward to welcoming you and your colleagues to our exhibition.
Yours sincerely

A spokesperson for Populus, said:
1

“This survey was carried out by Populus on behalf of Asda. The questionnaire
was drafted by Populus in conjunction with Asda and the survey was conducted,
like all Populus polls, in full accordance with the Market Research Society’s code
of conduct.

Chris Marlow
Property Communications Manager

Populus takes its responsibilities as an independent research company very
seriously and is proud of the reputation we have earned for accuracy in measuring
public opinion. The poll we conducted on behalf of Asda in Hayle was a fair and
impartial survey of local attitudes.”
ENDS
12
Notes to editors
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Stakeholder letters – Letter to local representatives and community organisations summarising feedback from the public exhibition

Stakeholder letters – Letter to local representatives and community organisations summarising feedback from the public exhibition
continued

Working in partnership with

We are now in the process of finalising our planning applications and will be meeting with local
representatives and groups to understand their views. In the meantime, if you have any questions please
don’t hesitate to contact Chris Marlow, ASDA’s Property Communications Manager, on 0113 241 8712 or
by email at chris.marlow@asda.co.uk

Letter to local representatives and community organisations
Your sincerely
17 March 2010

Dear
Summary of feedback from Hayle RFC/ASDA exhibition January 2010
As you know, between 28 and 31 January Hayle RFC and ASDA held an exhibition of plans to develop
an ASDA foodstore and other local amenities on Hayle RFC's current ground at Memorial Park and
relocate the club to a new, state of the art ground at Carwin Rise, Hayle.

Steve Benney
Chairman, Hayle RFC

Around 400 members of the public attended the exhibition on the Saturday and Sunday where they were
able to view detailed plans for both sites, proposed highway improvements at Loggans Moor roundabout,
and meet the Hayle RFC and ASDA teams. Feedback cards were provided for members of the public to
give their views on ASDA's proposal and, more generally, their views on supermarkets in Hayle.
Over 200 feedback cards have been received by ASDA to date and these cards underline the
overwhelmingly positive nature of comments made at the exhibition.
Of 208 cards received:
 97% of those that commented believe that the local community in Hayle will benefit from a new
supermarket;
 95% of those that commented believe Memorial Park is the best location for a new supermarket
(3% Hayle Harbour, 6% Marsh Lane)*;
 95% of those that commented indicate that they would prefer ASDA to another supermarket
operator in Hayle;
 96% of those that commented support ASDA's proposal for Hayle.
* Some respondents ticked more than one box.
A full breakdown of public comments on ASDA's proposal will be provided as part of ASDA's planning
application for the site.
We are delighted that the local community in Hayle has shown such a high level of support for the
development of the Memorial Park site, endorsing our view that this is the most appropriate location for a
new foodstore in the town.
Hayle RFC and the local community will benefit significantly from our proposals, not just in terms of the
provision of new facilities for the Club, which is already used by many members of the community, but
from the c350 jobs that will be created for local people.
The site is adjacent to an already established shopping destination and the provision of additional parking
for this and the changes proposed at the Loggans Moor roundabout will improve traffic flow in the area for
all users. We also intend to create 14,500 sq ft of new business units within the development to attract
new businesses to the town.
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Stakeholder letters – Letter to local representatives and community organisations detailing ongoing community engagement

Stakeholder letters – Letter to local representatives and community organisations detailing ongoing community engagement
continued

Highways and traffic
Working in partnership with

Many of the concerns raised by residents of Angarrack already exist and have done since the opening of
the West Cornwall Shopping Park. Understandably, these residents believe that those issues will persist
and could potentially be made worse by the arrival of a supermarket in this location.
Having identified these issues we are now looking at various options to enhance local traffic conditions
by:

Letter to local representatives and community organisations

•

6 May 2010

•
•

Dear
ASDA and Hayle RFC have undertaken a number of activities since the start of the year to ensure that
our proposals for Memorial Park and Carwin Rise meet the expectations of local people. These most
recent activities - an independent Populus poll and a Q&A session for residents of Angarrack - form part
of an ongoing programme of listening to local views that will continue up to and beyond the submission of
our planning applications. We are writing to update you on both of these activities.

Investigating improvements to the road between Angarrack and the shopping park to enhance
pedestrian safety;
Looking into measures to dissuade rat running through the village and the policing of existing
yellow lines, to stop non Angarrack residents parking in and around the vicinity of the Village;
Examining the operation of the existing shopping park roundabout and the blockages that affect
Angarrack residents.

These are on top of our existing measures to improve local traffic conditions by increasing the capacity of
the Loggans Moor roundabout, by enhancing public transport linkages to the site from Hayle’s two town
centres and by creating better pedestrian and cyclist routes across the A30. We are also working with the
Highways Agency and plan to develop a micro-simulation of the local road network to test our proposed
highways improvements.
Next steps on community engagement

Independent poll of local residents
Between 26 and 30 March 2010 a poll of local residents was conducted by Populus on behalf of ASDA
and Hayle RFC. The aim of this poll was to provide a fair and impartial view of local attitudes towards
supermarkets and those proposed for Hayle. With a number of supermarket proposals having been
presented to the community over recent months, we feel that it is important for decision makers and
interested parties to see which proposal the community most supports.

In the coming weeks we will continue with our programme of local meetings and will keep you updated on
our progress. However, in the meantime please don’t hesitate to contact us if you have any questions.
Yours sincerely

Populus interviewed by telephone a random sample of 1,003 residents of the Cornwall Council wards of
Hayle North, Hayle South and Gwinear, Gwithian and Hayle East, weighted to be representative of the
whole adult population of Hayle. The results of the poll indicated a clear preference for ASDA to open a
store in Hayle.
Of the four major supermarkets, more than half of local respondents would most like to see an ASDA
store in the town. Furthermore, the majority of respondents believe that of the four proposed sites,
Memorial Park is the most appropriate site for the new supermarket. Overall, 77% of people polled
supported the ASDA proposals and 75% of respondents supported Hayle RFC’s move to new, modern
facilities at Carwin Rise.

Steve Benney
Chairman, Hayle RFC

Chris Marlow
Property Communications Manager, ASDA

Angarrack Q&A
Around a dozen residents of Angarrack village attended ASDA and Hayle RFC's main public exhibition in
January. Given the village's proximity to both sites we were keen to ensure that as many members of the
Angarrack community as possible had an opportunity to view, discuss and comment on our plans.
On Saturday 24 April, we held a dedicated Angarrack Q&A drop in session in the village which was widely
publicised and to which all residents were invited by letter. Around 100 residents attended the session
where members of the ASDA and Hayle RFC teams were on hand to discuss the proposals. A wide
range of views were discussed and we would estimate that, of the residents that attended, around half
are fully supportive of both proposals and around half continue to have concerns, the vast majority of
which relate to highways and traffic in the area. We are now working hard to ensure that our proposals
reflect and answer these specific concerns.
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Public exhibition – Public exhibition advert

Public exhibition – Public exhibition display

Come and talk to us
about our new store
proposal for Hayle

Welcome to
our new store
exhibition in Hayle

Our proposal

Artist’s impression of the proposed store

Artist’s impression of the proposed development

ASDA is the UK’s lowest priced supermarket and
has won the Grocer magazine’s Gold Award, the
industry benchmark for assessing supermarket
prices, for the last 12 years. We are committed
to delivering low prices, quality products, great
customer service and a wide range of employment opportunities to
communities up and down the country.

We are proposing to build a foodstore and other amenities on
Memorial Park, currently home to Hayle RFC. The development will
facilitate Hayle RFC’s move to a new, modern ground at Carwin Rise,
securing the future of the club and of amateur rugby in the area for
the long term.

We currently have three stores in Cornwall and would
like to open a fourth in Hayle, bringing increased
shopping choice to a busy community and benefits
to the local economy through the creation of up to
350 new jobs.
Come and meet the ASDA and Hayle RFC team, take a
look at our plans for the new store and new ground
and let us know what you think.

WHERE ?
Passmore Edwards Institute, 13-15 Hayle Terrace, Hayle

WHEN ?

Key features of the proposed development:
n 36,000 sq ft (sales area) ASDA

We currently have three stores in Cornwall and would like to open
a fourth in Hayle, bringing increased shopping choice to a busy
community and benefits to the local economy through the creation
of up to 350 new jobs.

Saturday 30 January: 9am to 6pm
Sunday 31 January: 10am to 2pm

foodstore including a
customer café.

n 410 space shoppers’ car park.
n 60 space overflow car park

We believe the Hayle RFC site is the most appropriate location for
a new foodstore in Hayle. It is adjacent to the established, popular
West Cornwall Shopping Park, is easily accessed from both the town
and from the A30 and the highways improvements proposed will
benefit all users of the A30 Loggans Moor roundabout.

for shoppers using the West
Cornwall Shopping Park.

n An ASDA petrol filling station.
n A free bus service linking Hayle

town centre to the Shopping
Park and the new store.

We would like to know what you think of our plans. Please fill in a
feedback form to give us your views.

n Recycling facilities.
n Improved connections for

pedestrians and cycles
crossing the A30
from Hayle.

n 14,500 sq ft of small

industrial/business start
up units.

n Significant improvements to

Loggans Moor roundabout.

The new store is expected to create up to 350 permanent retail
jobs for local people, keeping many of the benefits of the store in
the community.
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Public exhibition – Public exhibition display continued

Public exhibition – Public exhibition display continued

Highways and access

Store design and
site layout

Local products,
local suppliers

Pedestrian links to Shopping Park

Pedestrian links to Shopping Park

Petrol filling station

Small business units

Proposed improvements to Loggans Moor roundabout

Great attention has been paid to access to the proposed store for
all modes of transport.

Pedestrian links

Proposed site plan

ASDA intends to fund a free bus service linking Hayle town centre
to the Shopping Park and the new store and significant changes
are proposed to the A30 Loggans Moor roundabout to allow for
an increase in road traffic to the site and improve overall traffic
flow in the area. A through lane, improved approaches and a new
signalling and crossing system will be added to the roundabout,
easing congestion and reducing journey time for all users,
particularly during summer peak periods.

The proposed ASDA store will be positioned at the southern end
of the site, with the customer car park located in front and the
business start up units behind. The car parking spaces serving
as overflow for the West Cornwall Shopping Park are situated
adjacent to the Park for ease of access.
The store has been designed to suit the character of the
surrounding area, using natural materials such as local stone
and timber cladding. It and other elements of the site will be
constructed with an emphasis on sustainable materials. The site
will also be extensively landscaped with the visual barrier between
the site and the A30 maintained.

We are proud to offer many locally sourced and produced goods
in our stores. By forging relationships with local producers we are
able to bring our customers the best products that are grown,
reared or manufactured in their region.
n More than 90% of the meat and fresh produce we sell comes

from British farmers.

n We are the only UK supermarket to use local ‘hubs’ which link

small local suppliers into our regional distribution networks,
allowing them to get their products into ASDA stores.

ASDA is committed to more sustainable development and we are
continually trialling new sustainable materials and features in our
build programme. We have reduced the amount of energy that our
new stores consume by 38% on average versus a typical new ASDA
store built in 2005 and we are working hard to improve this further.

From Redruth, traffic to Hayle is able to
turn right. Traffic to all other destinations
travels in a conventional manner.

From Marsh Lane the roundabout
works conventionally with the arm
being signalised.
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From Hayle, the roundabout works
conventionally with the arm
remaining unsignalised.

From Connor Downs, the roundabout
works conventionally with the arm
remaining unsignalised.

From Penzance the roundabout works
conventionally with the arm
being signalised.

Pedestrian crossings will connect the
B3301 from Hayle to the proposed new
store, the Shopping Park and other
amenities and the new rugby club site.
These new crossings will provide a level
alternative to using the footbridge which
will continue to provide access to the site
at the Shopping Park. Cycle access points
and new cycle parking will be provided at
the store.

ASDA in Cornwall
In the South West our local sourcing hub based at Taylors in Exeter
supplies a range of quality local products to stores across the
region, including those in Cornwall. Other products, for example
local ciders and beers, are delivered direct to stores by their maker.
Our stores in Cornwall stock between 60 and 80 products made in
Cornwall depending on the season. These include ice cream from
Kelly’s, milk and yoghurts from Trewithen Farm, Lostwithiel and
Sharps and Lizard brewery beers.
We are also very pleased to host a Rowe’s bakery concession in our
St Austell store. The venture has been so successful that a further
Rowe’s bakery will open in our Penryn store soon.
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Public exhibition – Public exhibition brochure continued

What happens next?

Highways and access

Our proposal for Hayle

We would like to know what you think of our proposal for Hayle. Please see the attached
feedback form which you can leave with us today or put in the post for free.

Great attention has been paid to access to the proposed store for all modes of transport.

ASDA is the UK’s lowest priced supermarket and has won the Grocer
magazine’s Gold Award, the industry benchmark for assessing supermarket
prices, for the last 12 years. We are committed to delivering low prices,
quality products, great customer service and a wide range of employment
opportunities to communities up and down the country.

Your feedback is important and will help us deliver the kind of store and associated
development that will be of most benefit to the local community in Hayle.
We will be launching a website to keep local residents and community representatives up to
date with our plans. You can contact us through the website or by using the details below.

Traffic flow through and
around the new roundabout

ASDA intends to fund a free bus service linking Hayle town centre to the Shopping Park
and the new store and significant changes are proposed to the A30 Loggans Moor
roundabout to allow for an increase in road traffic to the site and improve overall traffic
flow in the area. A through lane, improved approaches and a new signalling and crossing
system will be added to the roundabout, easing congestion and reducing journey time for
all users, particularly during summer peak periods.

We currently have three stores in Cornwall and would like to open a fourth
in Hayle, bringing increased shopping choice to a busy community and
benefits to the local economy through the creation of up to 350 new jobs.

We look forward to hearing from you.
Chris Marlow
Property Communications Manager
ASDA Stores Ltd
Asda House
Southbank
Great Wilson Street
Leeds
LS11 5AD

From Redruth, traffic to Hayle is able to
turn right. Traffic to all other destinations
travels in a conventional manner.

From Hayle, the roundabout works
conventionally with the arm
remaining unsignalised.

From Penzance the roundabout
works conventionally with the arm
being signalised.

From Marsh Lane the roundabout
works conventionally with the arm
being signalised.

Email: chris.marlow@asda.co.uk
Website: www.asdahayle.co.uk

Pedestrian links
Pedestrian crossings will connect the B3301 from Hayle to the proposed new store,
the Shopping Park and other amenities and the new rugby club site. These new crossings
will provide a level alternative to using the footbridge which will continue to provide
access to the site at the Shopping Park. Cycle access points and new cycle parking will be
provided at the store.

Artist’s impression of the proposed store

Sustainably printed with vegetable based inks on 75% recycled paper

Front and back cover

From Connor Downs, the roundabout
works conventionally with the arm
remaining unsignalised.

Spread 2

What are we proposing?

Store design and site layout

Local products, local suppliers

Local jobs for local people

We are proposing to build a new foodstore and other amenities on Memorial Park,
currently home to Hayle RFC. The development will facilitate Hayle RFC’s move to a new,
modern ground at Carwin Rise, securing the future of the club and of amateur rugby in
the area for the long term.

The proposed ASDA store will be positioned at the southern end of the site, with the
customer car park located in front and the business units behind. The car parking spaces
serving as overflow for the West Cornwall Shopping Park are situated adjacent to the Park
for ease of access.

We are proud to offer many locally sourced and produced goods in our stores.

ASDA always aims to recruit colleagues locally. We are regularly voted one of Britain’s top
employers and are committed to the career and skills development of all of our colleagues,
providing great in-house training in a wide variety of roles.

We believe the Memorial Park site is the most appropriate location for a foodstore
in Hayle. It is adjacent to the established, popular West Cornwall Shopping Park,
is easily accessed from both the town and from the A30 and the highways improvements
proposed will benefit all users of the A30 roundabout at Loggans Moor.

The store has been designed to suit the character of the surrounding area, using natural
materials such as local stone and timber cladding. It and other elements of the site will
be constructed with an emphasis on sustainable materials. The development and its
perimeter will be extensively landscaped with the visual barrier between the site and the
A30 maintained.

n More than 90% of the meat and fresh produce we sell comes from British farmers.
n We are the only UK supermarket to use local ‘hubs’ which link small local suppliers into

our regional distribution networks, allowing them to get their products into ASDA stores.

Key features of the development:
n A new ASDA foodstore with a sales area

n A free bus service linking Hayle town

of 36,000 sq ft.

n A 60-space overflow car park for

shoppers using the West Cornwall
Shopping Park.

ASDA in Cornwall
In the South West our local sourcing hub based at Taylors in Exeter supplies a range of
quality local products to stores across the region, including those in Cornwall. Our stores
in Cornwall stock between 60 and 80 products made in Cornwall depending on the
season. These include ice cream from Kelly’s, milk and yoghurts from Trewithen Farm,
Lostwithiel and Sharps and Lizard brewery beers.

Pedestrian links to Shopping Park

n We are proud to have the highest colleague retention rates and lowest absentee rates

in the supermarket sector.
n We are one of Britain’s biggest private sector employers of the over 50s and have over

centre to the Shopping Park and the
new store.

n 410 space shoppers’ car park.

The new store is expected to create up to 350 permanent jobs. In order to give local
people the best opportunity to join our team, we will enter into a Local Employment
Partnership with Jobcentre Plus. Local Employment Partnerships seek to provide long
term unemployed people and those most disadvantaged in the labour market a route
back into work.

We are also very pleased to host a Rowe’s bakery concession in our St Austell store.
The venture has been so successful that a further Rowe’s bakery will open in our Penryn
store soon.

n Improved connections for pedestrians

35,000 colleagues aged 50 and above.
n Since 2001, our in-house training and development programmes have enabled nearly

3,000 hourly paid colleagues to progress into managerial roles.

and cycles crossing the A30 from Hayle.
n 14,500 sq ft of small business units,

n An ASDA petrol filling station.
n Recycling facilities.

providing modern and accessible
accommodation, to attract new
businesses to the town.
Pedestrian links to Shopping Park
Petrol filling station

Small business units

Pedestrian links

Proposed site plan
We hate waste of any kind
ASDA is committed to more sustainable development and we are continually trialling new
sustainable materials and features in our build programme. We have reduced the amount
of energy that our new stores consume by 38% on average versus a typical new ASDA
store built in 2005 and we are working hard to improve this further.
We have stretching targets in place on transportation, packaging and waste - and a strong
record of delivering against them.
n We are switching more of our road

freight to rail and introducing doubledecked trucks and fuel efficient,
automatic gearboxes. This has saved 43
million road miles, a 40% reduction in
fleet emissions since 2005.

Artist’s impression of the proposed development

Spread 1

In the heart of the community
ASDA stores are very much at the heart of the communities they serve and our colleagues
play an active role in supporting both local and national causes. Each ASDA store has an
in-store Events Co-ordinator who, along with colleagues decides which local charities and
community projects to get involved with and support.

n Since 2005, we have removed 47,000

tonnes of excess packaging from
thousands of products and achieved our
target of reducing the weight of our
own brand food packaging by 25% at
the end of 2008.

In 2008 our colleagues raised over £4 million for charity, of which over £3 million was for
local causes, and spent more than 50,000 hours volunteering in their local communities.

Spread 3
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Public exhibition – Public exhibition brochure tear off feedback form

Website

ASDA Hayle
This is an opportunity for local residents to
give us their views on our proposal for Hayle.
Your views on our proposals:

If you would like to, please provide any further comments:

Do you think that the local community in Hayle would
benefit from a new supermarket?

Yes

No

Do you currently leave Hayle to do your main food shop?

Yes

No

Which site do you believe is the best location for a new supermarket in Hayle?
Hayle Harbour

Memorial Park (ASDA)

Marsh Lane (Sainsbury’s)

Would you prefer to see an ASDA or another supermarket
operator in Hayle?

Do you support ASDA’s proposal for Hayle?

Title

ASDA

Other

Yes

No

Your Name

Your Email Address

Your Address

Post Code

We will only contact you with information on the progress of our proposal to build a
new store in Hayle. Your contact details will not be kept on record beyond the end of the
consultation. If you do not wish to receive this information, please tick here.

1
Freepost Plus RRSJ-XTTS-UXKG
Chris Marlow
ASDA Stores Ltd
ASDA Property Department
ASDA House
Southbank
Great Wilson Street
Leeds
LS11 5AD

Reply paid card
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Angarrack drop in session – poster

Angarrack drop in session – Letter to Angarrack residents

Come and talk to us
about our new store
proposal for Hayle

Working in partnership with

Invitation letter to Angarrack residents
18 April 2010
Dear Sir/Madam
Hayle RFC/ASDA Angarrack drop in session 24th April 2010

ASDA and Hayle RFC are running a special drop in session
for the residents of Angarrack Village to present their
plans for a new store at Memorial Park and a new
ground at Carwin Rise.
Both the ASDA and Hayle RFC teams will be available
to discuss the proposals and answer any questions you
may have. We hope you will be able to join us.

As you will know, between 30 and 31 January Hayle RFC and ASDA held an exhibition of plans to
develop an ASDA foodstore and other local amenities on Hayle RFC's current ground at Memorial Park
and relocate the club to a new, state of the art ground at Carwin Rise, Hayle.
Around 400 members of the community attended the exhibition where they were able to view detailed
plans for both sites, proposed highway improvements at Loggans Moor roundabout, and meet the Hayle
RFC and ASDA teams.
Public consultation is a key element of any new ASDA proposal. Around a dozen residents of Angarrack
attended our joint exhibition, but we are keen to involve as many members of the community as possible
in order to best understand local views before submitting a planning application.
With this in mind, we would like to invite you to attend a special drop in session about our proposals.
The session will be held on Saturday 24th April at the Angarrack Community Hall between 3pm and 7pm.
Both the ASDA and Hayle RFC teams will be available to discuss the plans and answer any questions
you may have.

WHERE ?

Angarrack Community Hall

We hope you will be able to join us.
Yours sincerely

WHEN ?

Saturday 24th April: 3pm to 7pm

Steve Benney
Chairman, Hayle RFC
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Chris Marlow
Property Communications Manager, ASDA
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Analysis of feedback from public exhibition

Comments continued

The leaflet distributed at ASDA’s public exhibition was designed to gain the maximum level of feedback from the local
community. As well as allowing for comments, five questions were posed.

“The new rugby ground will benefit Hayle in the future and be good for children growing up. We use ASDA in Falmouth but by
the time we pay for petrol driving back and forth we don’t benefit from the food prices. It will be good for the community and
provide jobs.” (Mrs M-W TR27)

A total of 208 feedback cards were received by ASDA.The results were as follows:
Question One – Do you think that the local community in Hayle would benefit from a new supermarket?
206 individuals answered this question
Yes 97%

No 3%

“I think the location is fabulous especially with the additional plans for the rugby club to be re-sited as a result.” (Ms H TR27)

No 16%

“The proposals look good. This supermarket site is the only good option that has been proposed. The idea of the free bus service
for locals sounds really good.” (Mrs G TR27)

Question Three – Which site do you believe is the best location for a new supermarket in Hayle?
201 individuals answered this question. Six ticked more than one box.
Hayle Harbour 3%

Memorial Park 95%

“This store would be a great benefit to the local community and a major economic boost to West Cornwall. The majority of Hayle
residents want this development.” (Mr L TR27)
“Moving the rugby club will bring benefits to all.” (Mr H TR27)

Question Two – Do you currently leave Hayle to do your main food shop?
199 individuals answered this question
Yes 84%

“Given the low household income in the area ASDA’s high value low price formula on food and fuel is exactly what is needed.
The small business units are exactly what is required to kick start the local economy.” (Mr M TR27)

Marsh Lane 6%

“I like the idea of restructuring the roundabout to ease congestion, the pedestrian access and proposed small buses into Hayle.
An ASDA supermarket would bring something different and positive to West Cornwall. Memorial Park is the best and only
viable site.” (Mr G TR27)

Question Four – Would you prefer to see ASDA or another supermarket operator in Hayle?
196 individuals answered this question
ASDA 95%

ASDA or other 2%

Other 3%

Question Five – Do you support ASDA’s proposal for Hayle?
202 individuals answered this question
Yes 96%

No 4%

% calculated on those that answered the question.

Appendix Seven
Comments
The following are representative of comments received on the feedback forms.
“I think this would be excellent for the community. The benefits to the rugby club will be wonderful for the youngsters of
the town.” (Mrs W TR27)
“The majority of the people of Hayle are in favour of ASDA. I am Hayle born and bred and have lived here all my life.
The sooner the better.” (Mr R TR27)
“I support local businesses as much as possible but feel we don’t have any choice in Hayle when it comes to supermarkets.
I use ASDA in Penryn and Bodmin on occasion when in the area. I support your application as the site is the most suitable option.”
(Mrs T TR27)
“Hayle is in need of a supermarket that has reasonably priced products. I’m a very busy working mother and would love to not
have to travel out of town to do my weekly shop.” (Mrs M TR27)
“As far as I am concerned this will be a win win for the Hayle community.” (Mr M TR27)
“Good idea, especially the improvements to the roundabout.” (Mr D TR26)
“We have been waiting for an ASDA store here for years. Hopefully it will come to fruition - and soon.” (Mrs & Mrs M TR27)
“Please make sure parking is good at your store because at the moment parking at the retail park is a nightmare and traffic
backs up along the A30.” (Mrs B TR27)
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Polling results

Polling results continued

What do you think of the existing supermarket choice in Hayle?

There are currently four proposals to build a supermarket in Hayle. Before now, were you aware of this?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Good

33%

34%

33%

29%

28%

41%

30%

36%

34%

Average

31%

35%

27%

33%

27%

33%

34%

30%

29%

Poor

33%

29%

37%

38%

42%

23%

35%

34%

30%

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Yes

77%

78%

75%

70%

77%

81%

83%

79%

68%

No

23%

22%

25%

30%

23%

19%

17%

21%

32%

The four plans relate to: an ASDA store on Memorial Park - the current home of Hayle RFC, a Sainsbury’s store on Marsh Lane,
a Morrisons store on the Jewson (store) site and a supermarket as part of ING’s proposals for South Quay. Of those four sites,
which do you think is the most appropriate site for a new supermarket in Hayle?

Do you currently do your main food shopping in a supermarket outside of Hayle?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Yes

78%

76%

81%

85%

82%

71%

75%

75%

84%

No

22%

24%

19%

15%

18%

29%

25%

25%

16%

All saying ‘YES’ then asked:
Would a new supermarket in Hayle encourage you to stay in the town to do your main food shopping?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Yes

76%

74%

78%

78%

80%

71%

84%

84%

63%

No

17%

19%

15%

18%

14%

20%

11%

8%

30%

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

ASDA on Memorial Park

47%

49%

46%

57%

52%

38%

47%

46%

49%

Sainsbury’s on Marsh Lane

16%

13%

19%

16%

16%

17%

19%

18%

12%

Morrisons on the Jewson
(store) site

19%

21%

17%

15%

16%

23%

20%

19%

18%

South Quay (ING)

5%

6%

3%

2%

6%

6%

4%

5%

6%

None of them

8%

8%

8%

6%

5%

11%

8%

9%

7%

Don’t know

5%

3%

6%

4%

5%

4%

3%

3%

8%

Cornwall Council has asked the parties involved in the four proposals to make improvements to the local road network,
specifically the Loggans Moor roundabout. How important is it to you that the local road network, specifically the Loggans Moor
roundabout, is improved to the satisfaction of the Highways Agency and Cornwall Council’s highways department?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Important

84%

81%

87%

83%

87%

83%

85%

81%

85%

Not important

14%

17%

11%

16%

12%

15%

12%

17%

13%

Which of the following four supermarket operators would you most like to see open a store in Hayle?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Asda

54%

50%

57%

61%

57%

47%

55%

49%

57%

Sainsbury’s

16%

15%

16%

11%

14%

19%

16%

16%

15%

Morrisons

12%

14%

10%

5%

11%

16%

12%

13%

10%

Tesco

7%

8%

6%

14%

6%

4%

5%

9%

7%

None of them

11%

12%

9%

9%

10%

12%

11%

11%

9%
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Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Which of the proposals do you think will have the least detrimental impact on traffic in Hayle and the surrounding area?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-4

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

ASDA

40%

40%

39%

44%

46%

32%

42%

41%

37%

Don’t know

21%

18%

24%

18%

18%

24%

18%

21%

23%

Sainsbury’s

19%

18%

19%

21%

17%

18%

20%

16%

20%

Morrisons

16%

19%

13%

14%

13%

19%

15%

16%

17%

ING

5%

5%

5%

2%

5%

7%

5%

6%

4%
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Appendix Eight

Appendix Eight

Polling results continued

Polling results continued

In deciding which - if any - proposals are approved, how important a consideration to councillors on Cornwall Council’s planning
committee should traffic impact of the individual proposals be?

Do you support ASDA’s proposals for Memorial Park?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Important

91%

89%

93%

91%

92%

91%

92%

89%

93%

Not important

7%

9%

5%

7%

8%

6%

7%

89%

6%

In deciding which - if any - proposals are approved, how important a consideration to councillors on Cornwall Council’s planning
committee should the wider benefits of the individual proposals to the community be?
Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Yes

77%

73%

82%

85%

81%

70%

77%

76%

79%

No

23%

27%

18%

15%

19%

30%

23%

24%

21%

Finally, if only one of the supermarket proposals were to be given planning permission by Cornwall Council, which one do you
think councillors on the Council’s planning committee should vote in favour of?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-4

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Important

89%

89%

91%

89%

91%

88%

91%

86%

91%

Asda on Memorial
Park

61%

59%

65%

74%

65%

51%

60%

60%

65%

Not important

7%

8%

6%

8%

5%

6%

5%

10%

5%

Sainsbury’s on Marsh
Lane

14%

13%

14%

9%

13%

17%

15%

13%

13%

Morrisons on the
Jewson site

13%

14%

12%

8%

9%

19%

14%

13%

11%

South Quay (ING)

3%

5%

1%

2%

3%

3%

3%

3%

2%

None of them

8%

8%

5%

4%

7%

7%

6%

9%

4%

An ASDA store on Hayle RFC’s Memorial Park ground will fund the club’s move to new, modern facilities at Carwin Rise. Do you
support Hayle RFC’s move to new, modern facilities at Carwin Rise?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Yes

75%

74%

77%

85%

79%

67%

78%

73%

75%

*ASDA is no longer proposing a formal overflow car park as part of the scheme.

No

15%

18%

12%

8%

12%

21%

13%

18%

14%

Technical note

ASDA has included an overflow car park as part of its proposals, for use by visitors to the adjacent West Cornwall Shopping Park.
Do you think the inclusion of an overflow car park for visitors to the shopping park is or is not a good idea?*

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Is

92%

91%

94%

96%

91%

91%

92%

91%

94%

Is not

8%

9%

6%

4%

9%

9%

8%

9%

6%

Populus interviewed a random sample of 1,003 residents of Hayle aged 18+ by telephone between March 26th & 30th 2010.
Interviews have been weighted to be representative of the whole adult population of Hayle. Populus is a member of the British
Polling Council and abides by its rules.
Data accurate to a margin of error of +/-3.1% at 95% confidence. Results may not add up to 100% due to rounding.

As part of their proposals, ASDA has made a commitment to fund a bus service running from Hayle’s two town centres to the
shopping park and then to the ASDA store. Do you think this will or will not encourage people to link their shopping trip to the
ASDA store and/or the shopping park with a visit to one of Hayle’s two town centres?

All

Men

Women

18-34

35-54

55+

Hayle
North

Hayle
South

Gwinear, Gwithian
& Hayle East

Will

83%

78%

88%

89%

83%

80%

84%

80%

85%

Will not

17%

22%

12%

11%

17%

20%

16%

20%

15%
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